Interaction with politicians through “model lab” exercise
The war room idea – ModelLab sounds more peaceful

White house war room

DTU ModelLab
Energy Scenarios as a Democratic Process

State of the art TIMES model covering all sectors in the Danish energy system – developed as a collaboration between DTU and DEA
What we really do when using models – the model is only a part of the process.
Design policies and implement them in TIMES-DK – run the model

Stakeholder Interface/
Political programs

Workshops has been held with stakeholders and project teams – but it is really hard to get the politicians on board…..

Evaluate policies

Compare results with targets and expectations

ModelLab

Result Interface
What if we take the energy and climate programs from all the parties and run them in TIMES-DK and present the results on a public homepage?

http://klimaftalen.tokni.com/
..and make a press release with these two graphs?
That did the trick..

• Interviews in national radio
• Pieces and interviews to different medias
• Public hearing in Parliament (yesterday)

• ….and now many of the parties wants to visit our ModelLab to review their policies
Thank you for attending.
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